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How Do I Keep Score? 

Definitions: 

• Below the line: Points earned for contracts bid and made.  (These points count towards game.) 

• Above the line: All other points: Overtricks, undertricks, game bonus, slam bonus, honors. 

• Game: A total of 100 points bid and made. 

• Rubber: A match in which the winner is the first pair to win 2 out of 3 games. 

• Vulnerable (or “vul”): Game on… vulnerable to win the rubber with just one more game. 

Scoring in bridge plays an integral role in the strategy of bidding, play and defense, so It’s important to understand the basics.  We’ll do a 

good overview here.  It would probably be worth coming back to this to review periodically as you progress. 

There are several formats for bridge competitions, with somewhat different strategies suggested for each.  We’ll start with the original con-

tract bridge format, rubber bridge, on which all others are based.  We’ll touch on Chicago and various forms of duplicate. 

Rubber Bridge 

A Rubber is a match in which the winner is the pair that wins 2 out of 3 games.  A game is 100 points 

in tricks bid and made. 

Let’s take a look at the scoresheet to the right.  The Individual Scores section actually is used later, at 

the end of each rubber.  “We” is the pair that’s keeping score.  “They” is the other pair.  We’ll talk 

about points above the line and below the line.  “The line” is the horizontal line in the middle of the 

page.   

At the end of each hand, points for tricks bid and made go  below the line.  These points count to-

wards earning a game.  Any other points earned go  above the line.  So, if we bid 4S and make 4, we 

get 120 points below the line and win a game.  However, if we bid 3S and make 4, we get 90 points 

below the line and 30 points above the line.  The 90 points below count towards a game.  This is called 

“a leg”.  You could say, “We have 90 on.”  If we  get 10 more points below the line (in this case, any 

contract bid and made) then we win one game towards winning the rubber. BUT, if the opponents win 

a game before we get those 10 points, then we lose the leg and have to start working on our next 

game from 0. (To be clear, we keep the points we have; it’s just that they don’t count towards a game. 

A pair with a game on is called Vulnerable.  When vulnerable, penalties and rewards double. 

When someone wins a game, we draw a line across both columns (We and They) to indicate that any 

previous legs are gone.  When someone wins a rubber, we draw 2 lines across both columns, assign 

points for the rubber, add up the points and enter the points in each player’s column at the top of the 

scorecard.  Generally we switch partners, then start scoring the next rubber in a new column. 

See table to the right for the basics and the table on the next page for additional details. 

 

Game Requires 100 pts bid and 

made.  

C and D 20 pts / trick.  5 bid and 

made required for 

game.  

H and S 30 pts / trick.  4 bid and 

made required for 

game.  

No 

Trump 

40 pts for 1st trick, then 

30 pts / trick.  3 bid and 

made required for 

Rubber 

bonus 

500 if the opponents are 

vulnerable, 700 other-

wise (i.e. if we win 2 

games before they win 1 

game). 

General Ideas for Strategy 

• Keep an eye on the scorecard.  If you have a leg, then bid just enough to make game (unless you’re 

a strong favorite to make slam). 

• Stretch (reasonably) to bid close games. 

• Play carefully to make your contract.  Don’t risk your contract to make overtricks. 

 

Formalities 

• Generally played as shuffle-and-deal.  The deal rotates to the left. 

• Draw for partners at the start.  Highest two are partners, highest deals. 

• Dealer’s partner shuffles and leaves card on her right (the next dealer’s left). 

• At the end of the hand, the next dealer moves cards from his left to his right for RHO to cut. 

• At end of deal, a player (including dummy or opp’s) gets 100 points for “100 honors” (4 of 5 honors 

in the trump suit) or 150 points for “150 honors” (5 of 5 honors in the trump suit or 4 aces in NT). 
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Pairs 

Typical duplicate bridge games at clubs and tournaments are played as pairs, also called Match-

points.  In this format, hands are pre-dealt and everyone plays all (or most of) the boards.  You 

play a set of boards (often 2, 3 or 4) against one pair, then move on to the next pair.  Often, N-S 

players stay at the same table and E-W players move to the next higher table after each round.  

But smaller games have different movements; as a new duplicate player, discuss the movement 

in advance with the director. (Boards often but not always move down one table after each 

round.) 

See the section on Chicago above for scoring each hand.  You can also look at the back of the 

bidding card for your contract to see what the score is. 

Scoring for the game is not total points.  For each hand you play, you get 1 matchpoint for each 

pair that scores below your score and half a point for each pair you tie.  For example, if you bid 

and make 4H (for a score of 420), you get a matchpoint for anyone in 3NT making 3 (400).  Any-

one in 3NT making 4 (430) wins a matchpoint against you. 

Strategy 

• The goal is to do as well or better than other pairs on each hand.  Doesn’t matter whether 

it’s a little better or a lot better.   

• You should only bid game if it appears to be least 50% likely that you will make it.  (As op-

posed to total tricks scoring where you want to stretch to bid games.) 

• Compete vigorously 

• It’s okay to risk reasonable sacrifices 

• Unlike total-points formats, it’s far more important to take as many tricks as possible than to secure your contract (or defeat the oppo-

nent’s contract).   If you have at least 50% chance to gain an additional trick, you should take that chance, even if you may go down.  

Exception: If you’re in an unusual contract that few other people will reach, it’s probably better to secure your contract. 

Teams 

At tournaments and some club games, you will find team games where in each round, you compete as a team of 4 against another team of 

4.  The most common format is called Swiss.  In each round, our N-S pair plays against our opponents’ E-W pair.  We play and score each 

board as we would at matchpoints.  At the end of the round (probably 6 to 9 boards), we regroup with our teammates and compare results.  

For each hand, we add our score to that of our teammates.  If both tables had the same result, the net is zero.  If we (as N-S) scored higher 

than our opponents’ N-S, then the difference is a plus for us.   

 

In order to make the format a little fairer, we minimize the importance of wild swings by factoring each difference on the IMP scale 

(International Match Points).  You look up the difference on the scale and get plus or minus IMPs.  

 

Strategy: Similar to Chicago 

Making Dbld Trick score times 2.  50 

above the line.  Over-

tricks 100/200 (nv/v) 

Making Re-

dbld 

Trick score times 4.  100 

above the line.  Over-

tricks 200/400 (nv/v) 

 Non-Vul Vul 

Game bonus 

(Dupl scoring) 

300 500 

Sm slam bonus 500 750 

Gr slam bonus 1000 1500 

Down 50 / trick  100 / trick 

Down Dbld 

(2x for Re-

dbld) 

-1: 100 

-2: 300 

-3: 500 

Then 300 

each 

-1: 200 

-2: 500 

-3: 800 

Then 300 

each 

Chicago 

In this format, we take away some of the peculiarities of rubber bridge scoring for a more regular format. The formalities are similar to rub-

ber bridge.  Rather than playing rubbers, we play a rotation of 4 hands with the following vulnerability: 1) None vul; 2) Dealer’s side only is 

vul; 3) Dealer’s side only is vul; 4) All vul. 

Each hand is scored individually, as in duplicate.  While vulnerability plays a big role in scoring, we don’t have rubbers.  See table below for 

scoring.  Generally, if you bid and make a game, you get points for tricks won plus a game bonus (500 vul, 300 non-vul).  Similarly, slams get 

the points for tricks won plus the game bonus plus the slam bonus.  For example, if you bid and make 5D, you get 100 for tricks won (20 x 5) 

plus 500 if you’re vulnerable for a total of 600 for the hand. 

Pass-outs are re-dealt. 

As in rubber bridge, there’s luck in the deal of the cards.  But skill in bidding, card-play, defense and strategy are rewarded.  Strong players 

have a huge advantage over less-experienced players, but anyone can prevail in  the short-term. 

If you’d like, you can download score sheets.  Search on “Chicago Bridge Score Sheets”. 

Strategy 

• As a total-points format like rubber bridge, it’s very important to reach close games and slams 

• Compete in the auction, but cautiously.  Be very careful about sacrificing 

• It’s *very* important to focus on making your contract; don’t risk your contract to make overtricks 

• On defense, build a plan around how to set the contract (not how to take the most tricks) 
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Total Points 

Rubber, Chicago, Teams  

Matchpoints 
Pairs Games 

Bad boards A bad board impacts en-

tire set  

A bad board is just a bad board  

Bidding to 

close games  

Stretch (40% chance)  No need to stretch (50-50 chance)  

Competing  Compete cautiously 
• We don't want to risk 

a large penalty  

Compete vigorously 
• Push them higher 

• Find a good sac 

• Help partner find the right lead 

Sacrificing  Be cautious about sacs  It's okay to risk a sac. (You should 
be pretty sure that their contract 
is making and that your sac is like-
ly to cost less than their contract)  

Doubles  Be cautious with dou-

bling.  Never (almost 

never) double a 

partscore into game  

Use doubles strategically.  When 

the opponents compete overly 

vigorously, double them (unless 

you can compete further).   

Card play  Optimize strategy to 

make contract. Over-

tricks are fine, but the 

contract is what's im-

portant  

Every trick counts.  Optimize strat-

egy to take as many tricks as pos-

sible  

Defense  Optimize strategy to set 

contract  

Every trick counts.  Optimize strat-

egy to take as many tricks as pos-

sible  

Strategy Based on Game Format 


